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Embroidery stitches
There are literally hundreds of diﬀerent embroidery
stitches! These are the ones I’ve used in this book, but
feel free to experiment and substitute other stitches for
the ones I’ve suggested if you prefer. All the projects
use stranded embroidery floss and, in most cases,

I’ve used all six strands; however, if you’re using a fine,
lightweight fabric, you might prefer to use fewer strands
for a more delicate look. Before you start a project,
work a few stitches on a piece of scrap fabric to see if
you like the eﬀect.
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Buttonhole stitch
Work as for blanket stitch (see page
112), keeping the stitches very close
together so that no fabric is visible
in between.
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Backstitch
Bring the needle up at A, take it back
down one stitch length behind this
point at B, and bring it up again at C,
one stitch length in front of the point
at which it first emerged. Repeat as
required.
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Blanket stitch
Bring the needle up at the edge of the
fabric at A. Insert the needle at B, to
the right and above the edge, and take
it back down at C, looping the floss
(thread) under the tip of the needle.
Pull through to secure.

Chain stitch
Bring the needle up on the surface of
the fabric. Take it back down next to
the point at which it emerged and
bring back up directly below to create
the start of the next stitch, looping the
floss (thread) under the tip of the
needle. Draw up to tighten the loop
on the surface of the fabric. To make
the next stitch in the chain, insert the
needle next to the point at which the
floss emerged and bring it out a stitch
length away, again looping the floss
under the needle tip.

Lazy daisy (also known as
detached chain stitch)
This is a variation on chain stitch and
makes individual “chain links” that can
be used to create “petals.” When
you’ve made the first loop, insert the
needle over the loop of floss (thread)
to hold the loop down.
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Bullion stitch

1 Bring the needle up, then take it

back down a stitch length to the left.
Draw the needle through, leaving a
loop of floss (thread) on the surface of
the fabric.
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2 Bring the needle back up close to

the point at which it first emerged,
then wrap the loop of floss around the
tip of the needle five times.

Couching
Couching is a technique for securing
a length of floss (thread), cord, or yarn
to the surface of the fabric. Bring the
main floss to the surface of the fabric
and lay it along the line you want it to
follow. With a second length of floss,
work evenly spaced straight stitches
across the main floss to secure it to
the fabric; these stitches are called
“tie stitches.”

3 Take the needle back down at the
second entry point and pull through
to secure.
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Cross stitch
To work a line of cross stitches, work
a series of diagonal stitches along the
length of the line, then work back over
them to complete the “crosses.”

Fern stitch
Bring the needle to the surface of the
fabric at A and take it down at B.
Bring the needle back to the surface
at C, to the left of the first stitch, and
pass it back down through the fabric
at B to make a V, then back up at D
and down at B. This can be worked
either as individual stitches (as
shown), or in a row.
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